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6:45 PM - Tuesday , January 10, 2017

January Work Sessions at the Depot
• Saturday, January 7, 2017, 10 am - 4 pm
• Saturday, January 21, 2017, 10 am - 4 pm
Track Layout Change Continues.
Arvid Jerezcek of American Express Transportation and Excavation sent “Dusty” to Carson Park to
excavate and prepare a preliminary grade for sub base for the base coarse placed late November 23
and 28. The new base coarse is approximately 12” to 20” deep, depending on the amount of fill required.
10 truck loads of base coarse was trucked in. It was spread and compacted with a vibrating roller.
American Express did a first class job. Now its up to us to lay the track. The new route will enhance the
ride with new views for passengers and hikers on the trail below the ridge to the west now not seen.The
city crews removed trees and brush last winter.

Left Picture The point of divergence begins about 100 feet south of the west switch. The existing
track will unbolted and swung to the new track that will run off to the right. The remaining existing
track will be relocated to the left and connected to track No. 2. A new switch will be placed where
the tracks re-join to the south beyond the whistle sign.
Right Picture. The new track will run straight for about 250 feet and then bend back toward the
original main track for another 200 feet.
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South Junction. Skid steer at the left. Compactor in the center. Existing main line on the right.
This spot is where the new switch will reconnect the new line to the original line. The new track
will be about 550 feet.

View looking North. The base coarse is about 7’- 8’ wide. The rail and ties will placed on firm
base coarse over about 2” of ballast. Dusty, our excavator and grader with to his skid steer. The
project from start to finish was about a day and a half .
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TRACK PLAN
SCALE: 1" =100'
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PROPOSED TRACK PLAN
This plan indicates the completed plan. The switch is relocated about 500 feet
from its current location. The result will give our passengers a more varied ride.
Also the new track will be visible from the road.
The dotted line to the left of the new right of way was part of the original proposal
to the City. Some of you will recognize the Paul Bunyan Camp. The original plan
was modified to what we have today.
The plan is re-published for this newsletter
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Christmas Train Tuesday
nights at the Chippewa
Valley Museum have been
popular featuring night
trains all lit up. Here is one
future engineer enjoying
the steam train puff around
the layout.
The local members of the
Standard Gauge Module
Association provided train
layout and staff. Members
of the CVRR assisted.

Conductor Chuck checks out
the crowd The Big Bi Polar
train is flying past two focused
rail fans in this picture.
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Transmission Gear Box. The gear box is shown partially disassembled on the left. On the right
most of the gears etc. have been removed except for the gear sleeve. It appears that the sleeve has
about 0.005” wear. Look closely at bright ring on the sleeve at its left end. Cllff Industries
recommends a slight sanding of the groove. The worn portion may be the source of the leak at the
“O” ring. We will begin re-assembling the box at the next work session.
New Lathe. At the December meeting
purchasing a replacement lathe was
approved pending inspection of two for
sale. Marc Brown and Dave Peterson
inspected this Rockwell 14” swing lathe
for sale in Arcadia, WI. The lathe has
had little use and appears in good
shape. Marc and Dave agreed this lathe
will be a great replacement for old
Monarch. The 14” swing is a better size
than the 12” Monarch for turning our
wheels. Its relatively new age and
condition will be more accurate. The
Monarch in now for sale. Members will
have first choice before advertising. So
speak up now.
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